President Announces Victory

Early Meeting Of ‘Big Three’ Anticipated

Parley Leaders Urge Speedup Of Peace Talks

By JOHN M. HAYS, S.F. (AP) — A meeting of President Trum-

First Prime Minister Chur-

Chief of Staff Sues Surrender Terms

Surrender of Japan

General Jodl Signs Surrender Terms

In a recent photo, General Jodl, chief of staff, sits in a chair. The photo shows the surrender terms being signed. 

Churchill and Truman Call For All-Out War on Japan

AP Scribe Broke Story Of German Surrender

By Associated Press

Churchill and Truman are seen in a photo, both with serious expressions. The caption reads, "AP Scribe Broke Story Of German Surrender." 

Next Sunday Proclaimed Day of Prayer

By Associated Press

The language of the article is English. It seems to be a news article about a political event or decision. 

Terms of Surrender

Germany's unconditional surrender terms were signed. 

Russ Armies Begin Mopping Up in Marovia

The language of the article is English. It seems to be a news article about a military event or decision. 

Weather Forecasts

The language of the article is English. It seems to be a news article about a weather event or decision. 

Brown-Out Ended; Curfew, Racing

Bar on Way Out

The language of the article is English. It seems to be a news article about a weather event or decision. 

President Roosevelt (1882-1945) was an American leader who served as the 32nd President of the United States from 1933 to 1945. He led the country through some of its most challenging times, including the Great Depression and World War II. Roosevelt was a Progressive who sought to build a more prosperous and equitable society through government action, and he is remembered for his leadership and vision during a time of great national need.